We introduce a robust algorithm to recognize objects in 3D space from one 2D video image and to localize the objects in all six degrees of freedom. Point-like attached features are used in the input image and additional edge information provides grouping. In an initial phase, a 3D model of all objects to be recognized is stored in the computer represented by their features. Combining the location of the detected features in the 2D input scene with the features of the 3D computer model, each single feature gives a subspace as possible solutions of the location parameters to be determined. The points of intersection of the corresponding trajectories are accumulated as possible solutions in a Hough table. The location of the highest peak in the space of hypothetical solutions delivers the desired rotation and translation parameters, even for partially hidden objects. The fully analytical algorithm is adapted to weak perspective (orthographic and scale) as weil as to perspective projection. An application to range images Ieads to the automated feature modeling of the required 3D reference objects.
INTRODUCTION
We introduce a feature-based method to recognize objects in three-dimensional (3D) space using one single 2D video image and to localize them by getting the data of the six degrees of freedom (translation and rotation in 3D). It is a fully analytical approach which can make use of both the perspective and the weak perspective projection model. The method works with many even partially overlapping objects in the scene. It can be applied for segmentation, localization, and recognition in industrial inspection and automatic handling: Our main task, therefore, is to get a robust, reliable, and autonomaus recognition system. It should be able to deal with false and missing features and include a method to acquire the 3D-feature representation of the reference models.
This paper is focused on the algorithm kernel to iocalize objects in 2D video images. Figure 1 shows the system SLIM 64 (sensing, localization, identification, and modeling) that is built around the object localizatiön. It will be introduced in this section to explain the background and applications; therefore, only an overview about the feature extraction, the matehing and the modeling from image sequences, and range data is given.
Principally there is a sensor environment which provides 2D cameras and optical 3D sensors which deliver range images as weil as a "pixel-identical" intensity image. The 2D feature extraction routines, therefore, can be applied to video images and (indirectly) to range images as weil. We restriet ourselves to point-like features such as corners, point markings, or centers of ellipses and make use of their special characteristics. The main purpose and subject of this paper is the localization of objects in 2D video images. Furthermore the same algorithm can be used the other way round to localize the camera relative to a known reference object. This is used to track a hand held camera in 3D space (Fig. 1, left) . Two applications are implemented: First the 3D modeling of objects which are placed onto a reference object, just by taking a sequence of 2D images of arbitrary viewpoints [1] . The position of the camera belonging to each image of the sequence is computed with the presented 2D localization algorithm. Then a "shape-from-silhouette" algorithm is used to compute the 3D surface. This is used as a fast, robust, and skiil-free 3D sensor (delivering shape and texture of objects) which can be operated without having special hardware [2] . Second, intrinsic, own object features which can be seen in the images as well are taken in pairs of video images, then their 3D Coordinatesare computed on a stereo basis. These newly computed 3D features set up a reference model for the object onto the reference too. From now on they can be localized in 2D or 3D images themselves. Applying the localization algorithm to 3D images instead of 2D images Ieads to further applications ( Fig. 1, right) . First a measured 3D surface can be positioned to a reference in zero position to detect deviations of the surface, e.g., for technical inspection. Second, the complete 3D surface of objects can be synthesized by combining several different 3D views. The localization algorithm allows us to simply hold the sensor by hand and to adjust the single 3D views automatically in the correct way (without knowledge of the sensor positions). Common features in pairs of overlapping 3D images are used for this. A successive transformation feature-object FIG. 1. System overview around the object localization kerne!. It consists of a sensor equipment, the feature extraction, and the recognition or localization in video and range images. Both Iead to the 3D surface modeling with hand-held sensorseither with 2D or 3D data.
then arranges all partial 3D views to get the complete surface. Nearby, these 3D features set up the corresponding feature representation of the whole object ( as in Fig. 12b ). They can be used now as references for the localization of objects in 2D or 3D images as well. This means that the basic localization algorithm Ieads to a method to get the required 3D feature representation of an object automatically, either with 2D cameras or 3D sensors.
For the localization kemel a model-based algorithm is used where all objects to be recognized are stored as 3D models in a database. They are represented by attached features ( called model or reference features). In the preprocessing step the features in the video image are extracted first ( called image or input features). To localize an object, the features of the input image and the reference model have to be combined. Two problems must be treated: first, the correspondence of features. We are using a Hough strategy [3] to select the correct combinations and to ensure a robust evaluation even for many false or missing features. This is supported by an edge oriented grouping and a prediction-verification process. Second, the computation of the location parameters is solved using the locus of three or four (hypothetically) corresponding point-like features in the input image and the reference model.
In practice we have to distinguish between the weak perspective (Orthographie and scale) projection and perspective projection of scenes onto the image plane. Distant, small objects (relative to the distance to the camera) do not have a significant perspective and we can assume a common scale factor for all feature points what will simplify the equations. But for nearby or large objects, as it is often the case, the perspective can no more be approximated by a constant scale factor and to get significant results we have to use the correct equations; therefore, a way to use both models is introduced.
RELATED WORK
There are several model-based approaches to solve for the object localization using three low-level corresponding image and model features (such as points and edges). In [4] a system is presented which recognizes solid objects in 2D images using a closed form for the transforrnation between three inpi.It and reference point-like features. It is based on an affine approximation to perspective projection (weak perspective). According to occlusion problems it uses only local features such as corners, inflection points, and local maxima of curvature for this. Possible alignments of a model with an image are determined, whereas each match is verified, now by comparing the entire contour image. This Ieads to a more reliable verification than using the local features. No grouping information is perforrned and all possible alignments are tested until a sufficient contour mapping indicates a correct model match.
A similar model-based recognition algorithm for 3D objects is described in [5] , designed for scenes with highly overlapping and partially occluded objects. The objects are also described by a set of local features. But instead of a point classification to reduce complexity, certain affine metric invariants are used. The verification is done with the local features, lines are considered as links rather than providing a contour match. A certain model triplet has to score a large number of votes, then it is regarded as corresponding to the image features; otherwise another triplet in the scene is used. Once the basic correspondence is known, the best transforrnation (according to distortions) is found by applying a least-square fitting .
Instead of an affine transforrnation, [6] uses a 3D transforrnation and a perspective projection model. The projection equations are linearized and Newton's method is applied to solve for the correct location. This means that an initial guess is required that is not critical here because of the linear scale and translation as weil as the (over a wide range of values) approximately linear rotation. For an overdeterrnined system ( more than three points) a least-square-fit is used. This principle is extended to line-instead of point-correspondences, whereas the line distance defines the error to be optimized. The advantage is that no line termination points are required. This simplifies the preprocessing and increases robustness of the system. A perceptional line grouping is perforrned to get initial features and to reduce the size of the search space.
In [7] a system based on perspective projection is used which represents geometric constraints onto the Gaussian sphere. A constructive method is used to identify the coincidence of parallellines in the image onto the sphere. This leads to a vanishing line for each group of parallel image lines. Two vanishing points are sufficient then to deterrnine the rotational transforrnation. This approach is extended by using metric then descriptive geometric properties. Now an angle in the imageplane is taken and a backprojection onto the Gaussian sphere performed for all possible orientations of the plane of the angle. Though the angle is known (from the reference model), this gives a trajectory onto the sphere. Several angles indicate the unique solution at their point of intersection.
A perspective backprojection of linear features onto the Gaussian sphere is also used in [8] . Tripies of lines perform unique location constraints on the sphere. This is a constructive method where for each line triple, four two-dimensional functions have to be precalculated once. Then the trajectories are computed point-by-point and their intersection indicates a match and subsequently the position. The correct correspondences are determined with a tree-like search process and verified by the match with predicted images lines.
A nearly analytical method to solve the localization in perspective views is introduced in [9] . The inverse projection of a triplet of any image lines to the transforrned model is described by three particular planes. This leads to a system of 3 x 3 equations which is resolved finally to become an eight degree equation. Since they cannot be solved analytically in general, an iterative method is used. Finally, a line-matching procedure is used to verify the result.
The problern for all methods which use the weak perspective approximation [ 4, 5, 1 0] is that they generally tend to fail for objects which are deep with respect to their distance from the viewer. Our experience is that we should choose a perspective projection model which supports an object localization without such restrictions. Therefore we propose a way which allows us to choose the desired projection model, followed by a common localization kemel for both the perspective and weak perspective projection.
The computation onto the Gaussian sphere [7, 8] is similar to our proposed algorithm; however, these algorithms use a constructive method to compute the solution. Also the iterative approaches to solve for the perspective imaging [6, 9] is quite costly. We introduce a new method to solve the perspective projection of three points in a fully analytical way. Initially this allows us to orthogonalize the perspective projection (without knowing the model transformation yet) by solving an equation of degree four that is solvable without iterative methods. Choosing the weak perspective model will also lead to an equation of degree four that deterrnines the common scale factor which is used to eliminate the scale of image points. Once the three image coordinates are normalized a simple, fast, and stable algorithm to compute their location is possible.
Usually the correct correspondence of three points (features in image and reference) and therefore the computed localization is tested in a prediction-verification process taking the other features as well. Once a significant match is indicated, the object is localized. With respect to robustness our implementation uses additionally a Hough strategy to vote in the parameter space. The desired amount of feature combinations accumulates the correct solutions to a high peak. This strategy allows us further to adjust the significance of the location parameters due to the accuracy and ambiguity of the extracted features. A matehing technique is implemented too, but in order to weight the entries of the location parameters in the Hough tables. This leads to a robust and reliable localization of objects even using point-like features without any characteristics.
OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHM
The basic idea of the localization algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . In a teaching phase (Fig. 2a) , first 3D models of all objects to be recognized are stored in the computer as fe ature models. "3D model" means a polyhedral object representation with vectors of all point -like features , P?, and edge connections between them in a reference position. An application of the proposed localization algorithm to 3D data perforrns a 3D matehing of range images that delivers the required 3D reference feature models. In the working phase (Fig. 2b ) , the object is observed by a video camera. We take one single frame to extract the features P(. The loci of the features in the 2D image are combined with the features of a stored 3D model. What we want to treat here is the "worst case" where no feature correspondences and no feature grouping is given within an image, where also inaccurate, false, and missing object features appear. Therefore in our experiments we use only point-like features without any characteristics or edge information. On the basis of this solution all other available inforrnation is then used to reduce complexity by grouping and to increase reliability.
The principle idea to localize or recognize an object is as follows. Two object features with the distance d are not sufficient ßt ---------
Overview of the feature-based localization algorithm. A Hough strategy is used to select the correct location parameters.
to localize the object. Forthat reason each corresponding feature assignment in pair gives many hypothesis about the possible object locations represented by a trajectory in the parameter space defined by the three rotation and three translation parameters . Figure 2c shows the projection of such a trajectory onto the plane of two rotation angles (a, ß). The points of intersection of all trajectories ( Fig. 2d ) are counted and accumulated as possible solutions in a Hough table. But assuming an unknown feature correspondence we have to combine all input and reference features where most of the assignments are false. This leads to scattered entries all over the Hough table (Fig. 2e ) but does not destroy the point of accumulation where most of the trajectories intersect. Taking sequentially all reference objects, the one found in the image will be identified by a high peak indicating the number of correct intersections, and the location of the peak in the Hough table delivers the two location parameters (a , ß) . In fact we use an analytical method to calculate the point of intersection of two trajectories belonging to two distance vectors d between features . As already denoted the image features are normalized in an initial step according to the chosen projection model, therefore a simple equation only has tobe solved to get the point of intersection in the ( a , ß)-planeo Once it is known, the third rotation angle ( y) and the translation parameters (x , y, z) can be calculated in a Straightforward mannero They are also accumulated in a Hough table o According to the quantization of the Hough tables a Ieast-square-fitting is finally applied to improve the accuracy of the location parameters o A derivation of the presented algorithm (Section 8) Ieads to an object localization in 3D range images instead of video imageso This is used to combine the whole 3D surface of objects by fitting single range images from different 3D sensor positionso We use intrinsic 3D features in overlapping range images and the localization algorithm which allows us to cornbine them automatically without the knowledge of 3D sensor positionso This allows us to place the 3D sensoraraund the object by band without any mechanical restrictiono The 3D features of the resulting complete object surface also set up the 3D feature representation that is needed as a reference to localize this object in video imageso The proposed system is now able to recognize objects in video images and to build automatically the required 3D reference modelso
NORMALIZATION OF THREE IMAGE POINTS
In this and the following section the analytical approach of how to get the location of a point triple in 3D space using both the perspective or weak perspective (orthogonal and scale) projection onto the image plane is describedo Depending on the desired projection model, in an initial step the location of the points are "normalizedo" This means without knowing yet the rotation and translation in 3D, we can transform the imageplane coordinates into the system of a pure orthogonal projection model. These data are independent then of the chosen projection model which will simplify the resolution of the localization equationso
ao Normalization of a Perspective Projection
For objects which are big compared to the distance to the camera lens, the perspective projection model is necessary and cannot be approximated by a constant scale factor. On the contrary, perspective is quite helpful for a precise localization in a coaxial directiono Under the perspective projection the imaging of a point-like feature Pi (xi, Yi , Zi) We use the length r? of a feature vector P? in 3D space which is invariant under a 3D rotation to compute the normalizationo On the one band this r? is known in the 3D reference model, on the other band it can be calculated using the measured input coordinates (x;, z;) and the inverse translation:
x.
The unknowns are the three translation parameters and the coaxial distance Yi of the point Pi to the camerao The application of this equation to the distance vector between two feature points P 1 , P 2 instead of a feature vector itself eliminates the translation parameters (Ego 4.1); the two unknowns y 1 , y 2 remaino To get a solvable system of equations, a third feature point P 3 is necessary and all three distance vectors of the three points have to be expressed in the same way: 
The formal solution of these equations is of degree 8, but Lagrange [12] found a substitution to reduce it to degree 4 30 OBJECT RECOGNITION 69 ("trieder problem"):
This gives a pair of quadratic equations with coefficients (m 
This equation can be solved analytically and delivers subsequently the unknowns Yr, y2, Y3· Once they are known, Eq. (1) simply normalizes the perspective image Coordinates (x:, z;> to the Orthographie ones (xi, Zi ). Up to four possible solutions can appear and we have to use all the reasonable ones (Yi > 0) for the localization. The "correct" one which belongs not only to the three feature points but matches the whole object is finally selected by the Hough strategy or the global geometric constraint (ref. to Section 5). An alternative way is to use four feature points, Pr, P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , which define two triples, e.g., (Pr, P 2 , P 3 ) and (P 1 , P 2 , P 4 ), then the equations above give one single common solution for both triples. This means that the normalization can be done for a triplet of points (two or four symmetric solutions) or a doublet of lines (single solution).
b. Normalization of a Weak Perspective Projection
For objects which are small cornpared to the distance to the video camera, the projection can be described by an Orthographie projection plus a scale factor Sr which is constant for all object features. Then the equations to normalize the irnage feature points becorne easier.
The imaging equation between feature points of the 3D refer- 
Performing the substitution as in Eq. (11),
the system of equations (Eq. 10) can be written in the form of Eq. (12) 
a. Localization of Rotated but Not Shifted Point Tripies
Here we will restriet ourselves to the problern of localizing objects which are somewhere rotated in 3D around their origin but not shifted (x 1 = y 1 = Zr = 0). Later on, we will extend the algorithm to solve for the translation as well by using distance vectors between points instead of point vectors themsel ves. In our example (Fig. 3) we use here the corners of ( artificial) objects as features .
We use the Euler rotation to define a rotation in 3D space since its symmetry supports a simplified mathematical evaluation:
Q=r;{ß y and y(a); for other features we get different trajectories. Since the features are all rotated by the same angles (a,, ßr, Yr ), all the trajectories have one common intersection. Figure 3 (right) shows a projection of these trajectories onto the a-ß-plane, one for each assignment of a corresponding model and input feature (the corners of an artificial "pocket calculator" were used for this demonstration). Now as the solution is unique, the third angle y can be simply computed (Eq. (13) without the translation).
The projection from a 2D scene to a 3D model hence is highly overdetermined using all features; this ensures the robustness as it will be used later.
Up to now this is a constructive method, but we will extend it to an analytical one by calculating only the points of intersection in pair instead of drawing the full trajectories. So let us step back and look to a single corresponding feature in 2D input and 3D reference.
The question is, what are the possible locations of a point P in 3D space after a rotation? The Euler rotation can be separated into a rotation first around the axis of rotation ~0 ( ~ z -axis, angle y) and then a rotation of ~0 (angles a, ß). This means, referring to Fig. 4 , from the viewpoint of an unrotated point P 0 , the axis of rotation ~0 ( ~ z-axis) must be located somewhere on the cone centered around P 0 defined by its geometric parameters (anglee, heightr, baselines), for any rotationaround~0 (a = ß = 0, y =f 0). Independent from y, a subsequent rotation (a, ß) to the position P does not change the geometry of the cone; the axis of rotation ~still is located somewhere onto its surface. Our task is to get this location of ~ since its position is defined by (ar. ßr ).
Or the other way round: knowing the coordinates of ~ allows us to determine ( a,, ßr) and subsequently Yr. Therefore we first are looking for the COOrdinates of p, then for the angle e and height r which defines the geometry of the cone of a point P.
The xi and Zi coordinates of a rotated feature point Pi =
(xi' Yi' Zi) are given by the normalized input Coordinates cx;' z;). reference model, the missing third coordinate Yi can be calculated:
The angle ei of a cone belanging to a feature point Pi can be computed using the coordinates of P?;
The rotated cone in Fig. 4 belanging to one feature is now determined; therefore, the next step is to look for the location of ~ onto the cone. Each of the n object features forms such a cone. A nonambiguous solution can be found by an intersection in pair of these cones each delivering one or two solutions for the intersecting vectors (~1 and ~2 ).
The first feature is represented by the cone P1 = (x1, YI, ZI) with height r 1 and angle e 1 , the second by the cone P2 = (x2, Y2, Z2) with height r2 and angle e2. The Coordinates of the intersecting vector are ~ = (xs, ys, zs). ~ has to lie on both cones, so the following equations have to be satisfied: (17) These two equations are not sufficient to determine the three vector components of ~· On the other hand we do need merely the location (a, ß) of ~. not its length l. Therefore we may define one component (y s) fixing the length of ~ arbitrary to 1 0 :
. Jz2 2 2.
Ys .= o -Xs -Zs, lo E JR. (18) Equation ( 17) is now solvable and delivers ( depending on the position of both cones in space) up to two solutions: (19) all in all we get n 2 equal angles. The third angle y, can now be computed. Since two angles (a 1 , ß 1 ) are known, Eq. (2) is solvable for a two-dimensional input feature (x;, z;) and its corresponding three-dimensional object feature (x?, yp, zf). All in all the n assigned features deliver n equal solutions for y . The desired angles of rotation are detected now.
b. Including the Translation
To perform the calculation of an object ratation including a translation, two distance vectors between features k, l are calculated and used instead of two original point vectors (as above). This is done after the normalization of the prajection. The distance vectors between all features or along known edges can be taken for this (ref. to Section 6). Here the localization of a triple of points is discussed; this means simply two distance vectors between them are used. These artificial distance vectors PP* and P(* can be treated like any other original feature vectors PP and P( to compute the desired angles of rotation as described above.
(21)
So we achieve the ratation parameters (a 1 , ß 1 , y 1 ) as before and we still have to look for the translation parameters itself. A single model feature P 0 principally is now sufficient to solve for the unknowns, but all three points are used to perform mean values (in the presence of noise). According to the chosen projection model we have to distinguish between their evaluation. For the perspective prajection Eq. (2) determines the translation parameters (x 1 , Yr, Zr). Piease note that not only the angles are known but also the variables Yi which are computed in the normalization step (Eq. (4)). The weak perspective projection determines the translation as a lateral shift and a scale factor (x 1 , Zr, s, ). Though s, already is known, Eq. (9) can be solved for the two unknowns now.
FEATURE CORRESPONDENCE
At the beginning we assumed a well-defined correspondence between input and reference features. Under this condition a triple or quadruple of features delivers a unique solution for the six location parameters.
a. Rough Strategy
Basically we want to get the object location even without any grouping or known feature correspondence, because in practice features (such as the location of corners) often are not distinguishable. Therefore we have to combine all n 2D input with all n 3D reference features (here we assume that all features are visible) . Of course only correct combinations give the desired location parameters. To filter these solutions and to suppress the wrang data resulting from false combinations, all results are put in discrete Hough tables counting the occurring parameter values.
The n 3 (triple) or n 4 (quadruple) correct solutions accumulate to a peak in the Hough tables for the corresponding features . All the other n 6 -n 3 (triple) or n 8 -n 4 (quadruple) false combinations also set up pairs of cones delivering parameter values, but thesewrang solutions are scattered statistically onto the Hough tables which results in a surrounding "noise" but do not affect the main peak. The Hough method therefore is able to select the correct solutions and to suppress results from false combinations.
To ensure that the peak appears significantly we have to suppress the wrang entries as much as possible. Therefore a test is implemented to check the solutions. Equation (15) gives the 3D position Pi of a rotated feature combining corresponding 2D and 3D data. Looking at two features P 1 and P2 tobe used for computing an a-ß entry, the angle between both must be equal as follows:
This equation is usually not matched combining noncorresponding features, so we found a criterion to reject most of the wrang results. Piease note that most of the wrang feature correspondences are furthermore refused by the perspective normalization combined with quadruple combination (Eq. (4), no common Solution). Therefore the computation is even faster than with the quadruple combination in practice. We call this a local geometric constraint.
The right hand window in Fig. 5 shows the 3D plot of the twodimensional Hough plane for the angles (a, ß) using a 2D view ofthe artificial "hammer." This plane corresponds directly to the intersection points of the (a, ß)-trajectories given in Fig. 3 . All the other parameters (y ), (x ), (z), and (y) for the perspective or (s) for the weak perspective prajection model are put in onedimensional Hough tables. Two results can be observed:
• First, the appearance of the peak means the object is recognized. No such point of accumulation would occur without any match between features of the reference modeland input view;
• Second, the location of the peaks within Hough tables delivers the object rotation and translation we are looking for. The object is localized. The reason why two of the six parameters are voted in a twodimensional table is that there the peak is more significant in the presence of many false entries than in a one-dimensional projection. This is not only advantageaus for the recognition but allows us to identify the correct peak in the .one-dimensional tables for ambiguous solutions. Figure 6 shows the Iocation of a car (with some white dots as its "features") using the weak perspective projection. The left (a , ß)-Hough table is without, the right one with, the local constraint. The lower part shows the ( y) and (s) Hough table.
b. A Sampie of Partially Hidden Objects in the Input
Until now we assumed to see all object features in the input (wireframe-like). What about robustness if features are missing or false fe atures occur in the input image?
Missing feature s (hidden features , features covered by other objects , faults in feature detection) lower the Hough peaks, but the peaks still remain in the tables. Additional features (from other objects, false feature detection) are either selected by the local geometric constraint or Iead to scattered entries in the Hough tables, not affecting the main peak. Therefore each object must be visible in only a couple of features (typical 4-8); many other features belanging to other objects may occur.
To recognize multiple objects in an image, the featutes of the input scene are computed with all objects of the reference database. Significant Hough peaks identify an object, more than one peak in a table indicates that this object can be seen several times (or has self-symmetries). Nonsignificant Hough peaks indicate that the input frame does not contain the current reference object. The location parameters belanging to the highest (a , ß)-peak identify the most significant object. Its corresponding features are removed in the image then and the recognition loop is looking for the next object. Figure 7 shows such a input scene, the Iist of found objects, and its computed rotation and translation parameters . On the right the reconstructed scene is shown to visualize the result.
c. Global Geometrie Constraint
The Hough tables in our experiment (as in Fig. 6 ) do not show significant peaks, although all features are seen and clearly detected in the input. The large "noise," mainly caused by the weak perspective projection model that is used in this The algorithm allows the recognition of partially hidden objects in a video image (left). All three objects are found and the input scene is reconstructed (right) using the reference models transformed with the detected location parameters. experiment, destroys the peak in presence of hidden, lost, or wrong feature s.
Therefore we introduce a matehing to avoid nearly all false entries in the Hough tables. The "local" solution given by three or four features is used to reconstruct the complete input scene . A match-level is calculated overlaying the input and reconstruction scene (e.g., numberof overlaid features within a window). A level greater than a given threshold leads to weighted entries of the location parameters in the Hough tables; we call this global geometric constraint. A low matehing level inditates wrong feature assignment and will reject the found parameters .
The global geometric constraint also is a powerful instrument to save computing time. In fact often we do not need all the same solutions of all correct input and reference combinations, we need only the first one. So the first significant match between input and reconstruction delivers the parameters we are looking for and stops the algorithm. This is recommended if the robustness that comes with the Hough method is not required in a given input scene. Figure 8 shows an experiment with the car again , including the global geometric constraint and making use of the perspective projection now. On the right the reconstruction with the found parameters is presented to visualize the localization result; below, the Hough tables for all six parameters are shown. In comparison to Fig. 6 , now the advanced quality of the Hough peaks can be seen.
d. Complexity and Grouping
The restriction to zero-dimensional features without a specification to distinguish the different types (corners, edges , polygons, color, etc. ) as used in our demonstrations is somethü1g like the worst case for every algorithm. Nevertheless the presented results demonstrate the reliable ability for object localization. Of course, any additional information about the input features is used for grouping and restricted correspondences to speed up the algorithm and to decrease its complexity. It is the task of the preprocessing to extract feature properties like concave or convex corners, junctions, crossings, keycolors. or centers of ellipses. Our localization kerne! supports grouping along edges and along selected types. Furthermore all of the Hough accumulation can be done, or up to the first significant match, or up to a suffi.cient number of unique solutions. This allow s adaptation to different tasks.
We can estimate the computational expe nse, where n means the number of object features. All of them should be visible and no other feature should be located wirhin the image. Without any knowledge of the feature characteristics and neither use of the local nor global geometric constraint, the number of calculations u = n 6 , number of entries into the Hough to u = n 3 , v = 1, w = 1. For noisy data and several partially hidden objects this is not recommended. Utilizing more information reduces the complexity. For known feature types (due to an enhanced preprocessing) only features of the same type have to be combined. Let us assume that all types are different, only correct assignments arise. Then we get (without the global geometric
Feature grouping leads to further reduction of the complexity. As an example, building the translation invariant distance vectors in the input scene not between all features but along edges, the complexity decreases to (we assume that the number of edges and features are the same)
At last we may reduce the complexity · to unity looking only at two distance vectors with known correspondence. This is equivalent to the problern of locating a plane in 3D space defined by three points and therefore this is indeed the lower limit.
e. Accuracy
The Hough method is to ensure the robust evaluation in case of hidden and false features and no feature uncertainty is modeled. For inaccurate features the peaks just become wider; their not well-defined distribution does not permit the utilization of a fine quantization of the Hough tables. Therefore, the resolution of the tables for the angles is 1 o to 2° only. A typical accuracy of an experiment (as in Fig. 6 
The following table shows a typical accuracy of an experiment ( as in Fig. 9 ) based on the perspective projection model including FIG. 9 . Localization of the camera relative to a known reference object. This is an application to track the position of a hand-held camera for 3D surface modeling (here, of the giraffe).
..
.. 
EXPERIMENTS
To mak:e use of the weak perspective model (Fig. 6 ) a lens with large focal length and objects which are small relative to their distance to the camera are chosen. Avoiding complicated feature extraction here, some corners of our experimental objects are painted with bright dots. Therefore these features can be easily detected just by thresholding the input image.
The 3D reference data are gained before using 3D sensors (ref. to Section 8) or a CAD description. A polyhedral representation set up the feature positions (e.g., the coordinates of all corners) including their type and the edge information for a possible grouping. In the recognition phase, the preprocessing (including an outer calibration) delivers an array of input feature coordinates in the image. They have tobe combined with the features of all reference objects to get the localization peak: in the Hough planes as described before. The peak:s indicate the found object. Principally the perspective approximation leads to a limited accuracy and significance. Nevertheless even with point-like features without any characteristic to distinguish them, reliable recognition and localization of several partial hidden objects in an image is demonstrated in Fig. 7 .
The correct perspective projection extends the recognition and localization reliability for a wide range. Figure 8 (lower) shows in a typical experiment the Hough tables (applying the global geometric constraint) for the rotation and shift parameters; the location of the peaks denotes the values. On the upper left the input image can be seen, acquired with a video-camera and a wide angle lens. On the upper right the input scene is reconstructed with the found parameters to verify the result.
An application of the localization algorithm to track the position of a camera in 3D space is shown in Fig. 9 . Instead of localizing an object, this time the camera is localized relatively to a known reference object, here a 3D hexagon. Twenty-four circles in six different keycolors set up the 3D feature model. Therefore feature grouping and restricted correspondences speed up the localization. If no false detected features can be assumed the evaluationtime takes some milliseconds; running all the combinations to get a reliable and significant Hough peak: in presence of many false and missing features tak:es some seconds ( on a 100 MHz PC). The upper half of Fig. 9 shows (left) the polyhedral3D reference, (middle) an arbitrary view ofthe hexagon, and (right) the transformation of the reference into camera coordinate system for a single image. The lower half shows the camera trajectory in a given image sequence around the reference. As noted in Section 1 this application is used in combination with a "shape-from-silhouette" algorithm to get the 3D surface of objects (this is why the toy giraffe can be seen in the images).
At last a sequence of different views of the Beethoven statue ( Fig. 1 0) demonstrates the localization in all six degrees of freedom from all around the object. The upper left image again shows the polyhedral 3D reference.
MATCHING OF 3D RANGE IMAGES
The required tool to come to an autonomous recognition system is an automatic method to digitize real objects as 3D feature models, e.g., using optical 3D sensors [14, 15] . Those objects can then be used as reference models for the localization. But only a lirnited region of the 3D surface of the reference objects can be measured at one time using optical range sensors. To get the complete surface of these objects, it is necessary to fit range images from different positions. We use a derivation of the presented localization algorithm which allows us to combin~ automatically those single range images without the knowledge of sensor positions to get the complete surface.
We will give just an overview of the method. First, features have tobe extracted in the range images. Our optical3D sensors deliver both intensity as well as a range images. This allows us to use the same feature extraction algorithms as for the recognition step. After that we have a set of feature points in all partial 3D views of the object (which have to overlap themselves in pair). Then the location between them is computed to reconstruct the whole surface. In each pair of overlapping range images the extracted features have to be combined. The features of the first overlapping range images are called "reference" features P? now, the others the "input" features Pi. The relative location is computed using nearly the same localization algorithm as before, it is even simplified because the 3D coordinates of the "input" features additionally are known.
All range images can now be transformed gradually into the coordinate system of one "master" image. The result is still single range images; together they describe the whole measured surface of the object. What is required here are the extracted and (into a common coordinate system) transformed features which build up the desired 3D feature model. Figure 11 shows the fully automated matehing of a technical object. Six range images of different views were taken without knowledge of the 3D sensor positions. The comers were extracted (as described in Section 9) and the localization algorithm was applied to each pair of range images. As a result, the whole 3D surface can be seen from different points of view. The acquired corresponding 3D feature model, which is used in the database for 2D object recognition, is shown in Fig. 12b. 
FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR THE OBJECT RECOGNITION
Many feature-based methods are using complex features or groupings ofthem. Detecting high-level features, such as parameters of ellipses, cylinders, three-line vertexes, or primitives, it is much easier to solve the transformation problern with respect to ambiguity and correspondence of features. On the other hand, this requires a quite costly, reliable, and intelligent preprocessing.
We restriet ourselves to point-like features such as comers, point markings, or centers of ellipses [ 16] without a special characteristic (like numbers or colors). There are advantages and disadvantages using such low-level features. Our experience isthat low-level features can be extracted quite significantly, mostly fully automated, and with a sufficient accuracy [17, 18] . But we have to solve the correspondence problern (finding identical features in both views) and have to ensure that a robust localization algorithm is used to deal with rnissing or false features. This is why we implement the Hough strategy to get a reliable localization algorithm.
Point-like features are the minimum of required information. As already mentioned any additional information about features such as corners of different type, edges, texture, or higher associated features is used in the algorithm to reduce complexity and to speed up the algorithm. For some experiments we marked bright dots onto the objects to separate the problern of feature extraction and testing the localization algorithm. · Figure 12a shows a video image with an optical device and its feature extraction using a highpass filter to perform a segmentation [ 19] . Corners in the image contours are detected by the curvature (left). Below (12b) the corresponding 3D feature model is shown that is created automatically as described in the previous section. The loci of the corners (marked with crosses) are used to compute the location of the object relative to the reference model; the edges are used to reduce the required number of feature combinations. A localization result of such a fully automatic generated 3D reference is shown in Fig. 12c .
CONCLUSION
The introduced algorithm is robust against noise and is able to find partially hidden objects in among others. The algorithm can be applied to a weak perspective as weil as a perspective projection and can be adapted to a wide range of available feature information to optimize the recognition process. Even for a simple feature extraction it can be applied to objects jumbled together in a bin. Technical applications, like gripping objects with a robot, can be treated with the method we presented. Nonrigid objects cannot be recognized or localized with this approach.
The remaining problern is the automatic finding of suitable features . Simple geometric figures like edges, corners, or spheres can be detected with low computational cost. On the other hand, features that we can see in nature are quite complex. A lot of information and experience is necessary to simplify scenes to a group of features. A different way is using 3D information in the input for feature extraction. These data are independent of variations in illumination, only the shape is given without intrinsic color, reftectivity, shading, or texture, and therefore this task could be simplified.
Matehing the range images can be used for a 3D all-around measurement as required for CAD, reverse engineering, and rapid prototyping. Therefore, additionally a modeling algorithm is used to triangulate the combined surface. Our future work will be focused on this.
